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One of the best ways to save money when we want to travel is to plan in advance
and compare prices of accommodations and transport.
(Newswire.net -- May 9, 2019) -- During the months leading up to the summer, a lot of
people start planning their holiday. Currently, the Yudonpay app helps more than 600,000
people save money at the time of booking and going on holiday.
Below are some tips that anyone can put into practice when travelling:
Plan the trip in advance
One of the most important things to save money when we want to travel is to plan in advance and compare the prices
of accommodation and transport. To do this we can consult travel comparators such as Skyscanner, KAYAK or
Momondo, among others.
If we are going to fly and we need accommodation, it is advisable to compare the amount of money that would be
paid for the flight and accommodation in the same package or separately because packages are not always
cheaper.
If, on the contrary, we travel by car, we should plan the routes well so as not to do more kilometers than necessary
and use less fuel.
Moreover, if we are going to travel with pets , it is essential to compare the different types of accommodations that
allow pets. If it is by plane, we must make sure that the airline accepts them. Also, it is a good idea to bring all the
accessories the pet requires.
Exchange the currency
To travel abroad, to pay and in order not to be charged commissions, it is advisable to carry cash. However, if we do
not want to carry a lot of money, we can use checks, pay with our mobile or withdraw money at ATMs with VISA
or Mastercard. However, with this last option, we should be careful and ask our bank about the conditions and fees we
could be charged for using the card abroad.
Pack the suitcase thoroughly
It is necessary to stop and think about what we will really need. It is advisable to bring all the things that we are going to
use. Therefore, it will not be necessary to buy at the destination.
Organise meals
If we really want to save money, it is essential to contemplate the option of not having all the meals in restaurants
or street stalls and go to the supermarkets.
Participate in free tours
To discover a city at a good price, it is a good idea to choose the option of a free tour. Moreover, if you want to get to
know other places that require paying to enter more in depth, it is advisable to plan what places you want to visit and
check how much they cost and if buying the ticket in advance or online is cheaper.
How to save money with Yudonpay?
With Yudonpay we digitize many loyalty cards of airline clubs, petrol stations, restaurants, OTAs , etc. In
addition, this allows us to enjoy promotions and exclusive discounts offered by the clubs. Therefore, on every trip
we take within Spain, Mexico or the UK, there are many opportunities in which we can save and make use of virtual
loyalty cards.

About Yudonpay
Yudonpay - available on iOS and Android - is the app that has revolutionised the world of loyalty clubs. It gathers all
loyalty cards in the one single virtual space to be used when shopping. It also shows points balance in real time and
how and when to redeem them. Yudonpay includes a promotions section organised by brands which encourages users
to collect more points. If there is a loyalty card not currently included in Yudonpay, it can be requested directly from the
app. Start saving money, time, and effort gaining rewards with Yudonpay. A new era of smart savings when shopping.
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